Introduction {#s1}
============

Non-human primates explore the environment, both visually through eye movements and auditorily through eye-ear movements. Sometimes these movements are also accompanied by head movements if the stimuli fall in the periphery or outside the visual field. Together, these movements play an important role in the detection of visual and auditory stimuli from different regions of the surrounding space (Scudder et al., [@B73]).

The Supplementary Eye Field (SEF), or area F7 (Matelli et al., [@B54]), and the Frontal Eye Field (FEF), or area 8A (Tehovnik et al., [@B83]), have been described as participating in gaze shift control, which is the realignment of the line of sight to bring the image of an object of interest to the fovea by means of eye and head movements. Recent evidence suggests, however, that other areas of the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) influence the control of gaze shift (Funahashi, [@B31]). In fact, area 8B, renamed the Premotor Ear-Eye Field (PEEF) (Lucchetti et al., [@B52]; Bon et al., [@B6]; Lanzilotto et al., [@B49],[@B50]), and the Brodmann Area (BA) 9 are involved in ear- and eye motor control for detecting complex auditory stimuli in the environment (Bon and Lucchetti, [@B8], [@B9]; Lucchetti et al., [@B52]; Bon et al., [@B6]; Lanzilotto et al., [@B49],[@B50],[@B51]). These data agree with previous studies showing that the DMPFC and DLPFC are involved in auditory-visual discrimination (Fuster et al., [@B34]) and that their neurons respond to sounds with behavioral salience (Newman and Lindsley, [@B62]; Bon and Lucchetti, [@B9]; Lucchetti et al., [@B52]; Bon et al., [@B6]; Lanzilotto et al., [@B50]). From an anatomical point of view, the auditory and visual properties of these regions could be associated with the connections to the auditory cortex (Romanski et al., [@B67],[@B68]; Rauschecker and Romanski, [@B65]) and with visual areas (Yeterian and Pandya, [@B88]; Yeterian et al., [@B89]), which could explain why the FEF and the SEF transform sensory stimuli into gaze shift commands (Chen and Wise, [@B22],[@B23], [@B24], [@B25]; Tu and Keating, [@B85]; Amador et al., [@B1]; Chen, [@B19]; Knight and Fuchs, [@B47]; Monteon et al., [@B58]; Knight, [@B46]). A rabies virus injection into the monkeys\' ocular lateral rectus muscles, however, highlighted labeled neurons not only in the FEF and the SEF, but also in areas 8B, 9, and 46 (Moschovakis et al., [@B60]). This may suggest that gaze shift movements are widely controlled by these regions.

Moreover, there is evidence that several cortical and subcortical regions, which play an important role in saccades generation, are also involved in ear motor control. Supporting this claim, the SEF (Schlag and Schlag-Rey, [@B72]; Schall et al., [@B69]; Luppino et al., [@B53]) and the FEF (Schall et al., [@B69]) are involved in ear movements, as is the parietal cortex (Cooke et al., [@B26]; Stepniewska et al., [@B77], [@B78]). Moreover, the intraparietal sulcus (lateral intraparietal area \[LIP\] and medial intraparietal area \[MIP\]) has also been demonstrated to play an important role in processing visual and auditory information (Mullette-Gillman et al., [@B61]). With regard to the subcortical structures, a topographical representation of ear movements was also found in the intermediate and deep lamina of the cat\'s superior colliculus (Stein and Clamann, [@B75]). This map of ear movements was found to be in register with the eye movement map, and both maps shared the same axes. The superior colliculus was also characterized by having neurons that integrate auditory and visual information (Stein and Stanford, [@B76]), and in the inferior colliculus the activity of the hosted auditory neurons was influenced by the eye position (Groh et al., [@B40]). Considering all this evidence, we could argue that the parietal cortex, the DMPFC and DLPFC, including the SEF and the FEF, and the superior and inferior colliculus have a critical role in the integration of sensory information to generate motor commands such as eye-, head-, and ear-orienting movements.

Finally, as is well-known, all these cortical and subcortical regions are differently influenced by visual attention engagement (Carrasco, [@B15]). In particular, Bon and Lucchetti ([@B9]) showed that the activity of the auditory neurons in area 8B was modulated by visual attention engagement: they found that about fifty percent of the auditory and auditory-motor neurons which activity was related to the environmental auditory stimuli, were inhibited during the execution of a visual fixation task.

To better understand the role of the DMPFC in gaze shift control, we electrically stimulated area 8B (PEEF) and BA 9 in two macaque monkeys. The stimulation was delivered in two different conditions: the spontaneous condition, i.e., outside the task performance, and during the execution of a visual fixation task (VFT), to verify if the visual attention engagement could affect the evoked movements.

Given the complexity of the findings and the necessity to clearly present them, we described data from BA 9 in a previous paper (Lanzilotto et al., [@B51]). Herein, we discuss data from PEEF, showing that this region has specific ear- and eye motor maps and also plays a role in head control. For the first time, considering ear and eye properties, we have identified two functional regions within PEEF that we termed *core* and *belt*.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Two adult female macaque monkeys (*Macaca fascicularis*) (3--4 kg, 4--5 years old) were used for these experiments. All phases of the experimental procedure were approved by the local Ethics Committee and followed the standards established by the European Community and Italian law (D.L. 116/92). The project was approved by the Italian National Superior Institute of Health and received authorization from the Italian National Ministry of Health.

Behavioral methods
------------------

The monkeys were preliminarily trained by an apparatus mounted on the monkey\'s home cage. Each monkey learned to press a bar to illuminate a bi-colored (red/green), light-emitting diode (LED, SIEMENS LS110). The LED, with a diameter of 0.05°, was placed in front of the monkey. After an initial varying red period of 500/5000 ms, the LED turned to green for a fixed period of 500 ms. The task required fixation on the red LED, and the monkey had to release the bar during the green period to receive a liquid reward. After the monkey learned to perform the fixation task in the cage, it was taught to sit in a primate chair inside a Faraday cage and to perform the same task in this new environment. When its performance reached the 80--90% range of correct responses, it was prepared for the eye position measurement and painless head restraint (see Section Surgical Methods). Then, after 1 week, the monkey was trained to complete a VFT with its head restricted. The visual stimuli were presented by homemade software running on a personal computer.

The monkey sat in a primate chair in front of a panel at a distance of 114 centimeters, on which 49 LEDs with a diameter of 0.05° were located. The monkey\'s head was painlessly restricted by a homemade multipurpose neck robot (MUPRO) (Bon et al., [@B10]), designed to record both the isometric forces exerted at head level and the head rotations in the horizontal plane. The MUPRO is described in more detail in Section Recording of the Evoked Movements and Data Analysis below.

The monkey performed the VFT in a darkened Faraday cage (which also was a sound-attenuated booth), and a trial began with the ignition of a central red LED (red period). The monkey was required to fixate on this target within an electronic window ranging from 3 to 8 degrees. After a varying red period of 2000--2500 ms, the LED turned yellow for a period of 500 ms (yellow period). After the yellow period, the animal received a few drops of fruit juice or water as a reward. If the monkey\'s eye moved out of the window, the trial was stopped, and it received neither a reward nor punishment. The red stimulus, representing an instructional pre-cue, required the monkey to maintain the fixation and wait; the yellow stimulus, representing an instructional cue, required it to maintain the fixation and prepare to receive the reward. A 2000 ms inter-trial period followed each trial. An acoustic cue, with an intensity of 40--50 decibels (dB), was switched on at the beginning of each session and switched off at the end, thus signaling to the monkey the beginning and the end of the working period (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Experimental design and histological reconstruction. (A)** The bottom figure shows the paradigm of the visual fixation task (VFT). RP: red period; YP: yellow period; RW: reward; IT: intertrial. The upper and middle plots are examples respectively of the normal ear and eye behavior, outside the stimulation period. **(B)** The photomicrographs show the location of the electrolytic lesions in BA 9, rostrally, and on the border between area F7 and PEEF, caudally. Medial lesions are at \~1--2 mm from the inter-hemispheric line, while lateral lesions are at \~8 mm from the inter-hemispheric line.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0001){#F1}

Surgical methods
----------------

Using an aseptic technique and under general anesthesia (Zoletil 10 mg/kg i.m.), a stainless steel cylinder was attached to the animal\'s skull with three screws, using stereotaxic coordinates, and cemented in place to permit a painless fixation of the head. A scleral search coil was implanted subconjunctivally for the detection of eye movement (Judge et al., [@B43]).

After the previously described training phase, the monkeys underwent sterile surgery to implant the recording chamber over one hemisphere using stereotaxic coordinates. The inner diameter of the recording chamber was 19 mm, and was vertically oriented to allow a perpendicular approach to the region of interest. During each experimental session, two stainless steel wires were inserted into the neck muscles to monitor the electromyogram (EMG). After each surgical intervention, treatment with antibiotics, cortisone, and analgesics was administered for up to 1 week.

Physiological methods
---------------------

After the monkey had achieved 90--95% correct trials in VFT, the experimental sessions began. Each monkey was placed in a primate chair with its head restricted by MUPRO. Quartz-platinum/tungsten microelectrodes were inserted through the dura using a Microelectrode Manipulator System (5-Channel Mini Matrix Thomas Recording). The unit activity was pre-amplified (Preamplifier DPA-4), amplified, and filtered (5-channel Main Amplifier/Filter System MAF-05) to eliminate artifacts from 5 to 75 kHz. The amplified unit activity was monitored using an oscilloscope and was also audio-monitored.

The electrodes were advanced through the entire depth of the cortex. Once the beginning and the end of the cortex were established, we proceeded to stimulate two sites in the same column: one in the deep layers and the other in the superficial layers. We did not stimulate two sites in all penetrations due to the long trains and high current intensities used, since the electrode impedance changed considerably over the course of the experimental session (0.5--1.0 MΩ). Only when the electrodes\' properties were almost constant from the beginning to the end of the experimental session did we stimulate two sites in the same penetration. This procedure was used to achieve the best possible empirical experimental approach.

To identify evoked movements at each cortical site studied, stimulation was applied by an S88 stimulator and two PSIU6 stimulus isolation units (Grass Instrument). Long trains of 500, 700, 800, and 1000 ms of duration and 200 μs bipolar pulses were delivered at 300 Hz. Each stimulation pulse was obtained using a biphasic current, where a negative phase was followed by a positive phase to minimize damage that could occur during long-duration stimulation (Graziano et al., [@B38],[@B39]). The current was measured by the voltage drop across a 1 kΩ resistor in series with return of the stimulus isolation units. At each cortical site, the stimulating current was injected starting at 20 μA and increased gradually in 10 μA increments until it reached 50 μA, and then gradually increased again until 150 μA, if movements were not evoked below 50 μA. The threshold---in other words, the current at which the movement was evoked 50% of the time at 500 ms of train duration---was determined by two experimenters and then confirmed by offline analysis. If no movements were elicited at 150 μA, the site was defined as non-responsive. The current threshold, described in the Section General Observations, was calculated considering the lowest current value; while the current threshold of the electrode penetrations with two stimulated sites was calculated as the mean of the two sites\' thresholds.

Stimulation was applied in the spontaneous condition---that is, outside the task performance---and during the execution of the VFT only in the primary eye position (for details, see Section Behavioral Methods). In this latter condition, the fixed train duration of 500 ms was used during the red period of the VFT (Figure 1 of Lanzilotto et al., [@B51]). Stimulation during the VFT was performed to test for attentional effects on the threshold. Five stimulation trials were delivered for each train duration and each current intensity. The total number of stimulation trials for each electrode penetration was variable, since the current threshold could change depending on site. The two experimental conditions were performed in pseudo-random blocks, i.e., sometimes we stimulated first during the VFT and then during the spontaneous condition, while other times we did the opposite. The VFT condition lasted until the monkeys reached 15 correct trials, and in this case the five stimulation trials (e.g., train 500 ms, intensity 50 μA) were delivered pseudo-randomly during the red period. The monkeys received the reward when the trial was correctly performed. After a random pause period, the stimulation occurred in the spontaneous condition. The block of stimulation trials lasted a few minutes, and the five stimulation trials were delivered pseudo-randomly, every 3--4 s. During this phase, no reward was delivered at the end of the stimulation trials. At this point, after a further random pause period, another block of stimulation trials (with different parameters) began. This time, we stimulated first during spontaneous condition and then during the VFT.

Each monkey\'s behavior was monitored by an infrared video camera placed in front of and above the animal. The experimenters remained outside the Faraday cage, which also was a sound-attenuated booth to provide quieter conditions for the animals.

Recording of the evoked movements and data analysis
---------------------------------------------------

Eye movements were recorded by the search coil technique, using the phase detection method (Remmel, [@B66]). A coil was chronically implanted subconjunctivally, as previously described in the Section Surgical Methods. The same technique was used for the detection of the contralateral ear movements (Bon and Lucchetti, [@B8]): a coil was placed on the ear contralateral to the stimulated hemisphere on a daily basis by the same operator to minimize variability in terms of positioning. The ipsilateral ear movements were monitored by means of an infrared video camera. This system allowed us to define the beginning and end of the ear movement. A magnetic field was generated around the monkey\'s head, and a current proportional to the sin θ (movement amplitude) was induced in both coils. Our search coil system defines a movement in two dimensions (x--y). For eye movements, positive values on the x-axis represent right positions, while negative values represent left positions. Positive values on the y-axis represent upper eye positions, while negative values represent lower eye positions. For ear movements, positive values on the x-axis represent rostral ear positions, while negative values represent caudal ear positions. Positive values on the y-axis represent upper ear positions, while negative values represent lower ear positions.

Finally, forces and/or rotation exerted by the monkey\'s head in the horizontal plane were detected by MUPRO (Bon et al., [@B10]), a homemade multipurpose neck robot. MUPRO consists of a mechanical device comprised of a cardan joint, a potentiometer, an electromagnetic brake, and four flexion load cells, which identify the isometric forces applied in four directions of space---forward, backward, right, and left---plus an oleodynamic system that allows head rotation in the horizontal plane between ± 20 degrees. These components are assembled on a column bolted to the primate\'s chair. An electrical device provides DC power for the potentiometer and the brake. In both animals, the stimulation trials were performed during two different experimental conditions: a spontaneous condition and during the VFT, executed only with the eyes in the primary position. During the spontaneous condition, the starting position for the eye was variable (also true for the ears trial to trial), but during the VFT, the initial eye position was always from the primary position.

Eye and ear movements, LED levels, auditory markers, head forces, rotation signals, and the stimulation marker were sampled at 1 kHz and stored by SuperScope II (GWI) software for data acquisition. Movements were recorded continuously during the experimental session, and kinematic features were analyzed offline using custom MATLAB programs (The MathWorks). MATLAB was also used to perform the statistical analysis.

The analysis sought to define the classes of movements and their topography across the cortical surface. We synchronized the stimulation markers with the x and y components of the ear- and eye-evoked movements and head force signals for the entire duration of the stimulation period.

The evoked eye movements were included for analysis if the peak eye velocity was higher than 30°/s, while the ear movements were included if the peak velocity was higher than 20°/s. The maximal velocity was determined for each evoked movement. Eye onset and offset were then defined as the last points on either side of the peak velocity, before which the tangential velocity fell below 30°/s (Stanford et al., [@B74]). The onset and offset of the ear movements were calculated using the same method, considering a tangential velocity of 20°/s. This was done because, in general terms, ear movement is slower than eye movement (see Section Results) and this velocity parameter better represented the onset and offset of the ear movements, studied trial by trial. The time range between beginning the stimulation and movement onset was defined as movement latency (in ms). The total time spent during movement was defined as the movement duration (also in ms). Moreover, for each evoked eye- and ear movement, we determined the amplitude of the movement (in degrees), the maximal velocity (in degrees/s), and the mean velocity (in degrees/s). We also included in the analysis only the evoked eye- and ear movements recorded during the stimulation period, which had latencies ranging from 40 to 400 ms to minimize the possibility to include self-initiated movements in the analysis.

We first plotted the x and y components of the evoked movements for each penetration, considering all evoked movements having also different train durations (see Section Results, Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--**5A2,A3** left-most plots; **Figures 6**, **7A2--A4** left-most plots), since the kinematic properties were not affected by the duration of the stimulation (see Section Results, **Figures 8**, **9A,B**). At this point, we tried to establish whether the evoked eye- and ear movements were goal-directed or fixed-vector by referring to the properties described by Bruce et al. ([@B13]) regarding the fixed-vector saccades, and by Schlag and Schlag-Rey ([@B72]) regarding the goal-directed saccades. To accomplish this, we first built plots that showed the relationship between the starting position and the amplitude of the evoked movement. Specifically, we plotted the starting positions of the evoked movements and their averaged end-points for each penetration. The starting positions were painted with one of three different colors: red, if the amplitude of the eye and ear movements was less than 5°; blue, if the amplitude of the eye and ear movements was greater than or equal to 5° and less than or equal to 10°; or black, if the amplitude of the eye and ear movements was greater than 10° (see Section Results, Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--**5A2,A3** middle plots; **Figures 6**, **7A2--A4** middle plots). Whether the starting positions were more concentrated in or around the averaged end-point while the blue and black starting positions were, gradually, more concentrated away from the average end-point, we considered the evoked movements to be goal-directed. On the contrary, if there was not a color gradient because the movement amplitude was almost constant, we classified the evoked movements as fixed-vectors. Secondly, in support of this graphical analysis, we investigated the trajectories of the evoked eye movements, calculating their angular coefficients as follows: $$m = (\text{y}2 - \text{y}1)/(\text{x}2 - \text{x}1)$$ where *m* was the angular coefficient, *y2* was the y-component of the eye final position, *y1* was the y-component of the eye starting position, *x2* was the x-component of the eye final position, and *x1* was the x-component of the eye starting position. At this point, taking into account the angular coefficient, we calculated "Alpha," which was the angle formed by the straight line with the abscissa axis, as follows: $$\text{Alpha} = \text{arctan}(\text{m}) \ast 180/\pi$$ where arctan (m) was the arctangent of the angular coefficient. The Alpha values could be negative or positive, depending on the angular coefficient. If a site of stimulation was characterized by having both positive and negative Alpha values, we classified the movements as goal-directed, since the trajectories were variable. Otherwise, if a site of stimulation was characterized by having Alpha values, either only positive or only negative, we classified the movements as fixed-vectors, since the trajectories were constant (see Section Results, **Figures 6**, **7A2--A4** right-most plots). The same study was also done for the evoked ear movements to establish if the evoked movements were goal-directed or fixed-vectors, even though the analysis of the trajectories was not as informative as the analysis of the eye movements. This is because the eyes have a high motility in all directions (up-down-right-left), while the ears have a high motility principally in only one dimension (rostro-caudal, caudo-rostral).

![**Example of goal-directed ear movements. (A)** The figures show data from monkey L. **(A1)** Map shows the locations of the electrode penetrations; yellow numbers represent penetrations of the *core* region, while aquamarine numbers represent penetrations of the *belt* region. Red thick line represents a superficial vessel which was avoided during the experimental sessions. FEF: Frontal Eye Field; SAS: Superior Arcuate Sulcus; PS: Principalis Sulcus; BA9: Brodmann Area 9; BA10: Brodmann Area 10. **(A2)** Example of goal-directed forward ear movements in the *core* region; red ^\*^: starting position; green ^\*^: final position. The plot on the left shows the direction of the ear movements. The plot on the right shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. The green dot in the green square represents the averaged end-point with standard deviation (green square) **(A3)** Example of goal-directed backward ear movements in the *belt* region; **(A4)** Plot shows the averaged end-points, for each penetration, relative to a common starting position. Numbers indicate the electrode penetrations. End-points which have positive values on x-axis indicate forward ear movements. End-points which have negative values on x-axis indicate backward ear movements. **(B)** The figures show self-generated ear movements. **(B2)** The plots show self-generated ear movements sampled outside the stimulation period and from the same experimental session of panel **(A2)**. The plot on the left shows the direction of the ear movements. The plot on the right shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. **(B3)** The plots show self-generated ear movements sampled outside the stimulation period and from the same experimental session of panel **(A3)**. The plot on the left shows the direction of the ear movements. The plot on the right shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0002){#F2}

In order to be sure that the movements---described as "evoked"---were stimulation-evoked (henceforth "stim-evoked") rather than self-generated, we randomly sampled from the same experimental sessions self-generated eye- and ear movements. In detail, in the recording tracks where stimulation did not occur and the monkeys were free to look around, we sampled twenty 500-ms periods, twenty 700-ms periods, twenty 800-ms periods, and twenty 1000-ms periods. At this point, as was done for the evoked movements, we studied the self-generated eye- and ear movements using the same velocity criterion (eye: onset ≥ 30°/s, offset ≤ 30°/s; ear: onset ≥ 20°/s, offset ≤ 20°/s). We proceeded to investigate the self-generated movements through the same analysis previously described for the evoked movements (see Section Results, Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--**5B2,B3** left-most and right-most plots; **Figures 6**, **7B2--B4** left-most, middle, and right-most plots).

To analyze possible differences in current thresholds within the same monkey, the paired *t*-test was performed. We also performed a Welch\'s *t*-test (two-sample *t*-test) to observe differences between the monkeys. In addition, in order to assess the effect of stimulation on the evoked ear- and eye movements, during both VFT and spontaneous condition we studied the relationship between the kinematic parameters and the different train durations in both monkeys. One-Way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by a *post-hoc* Bonferroni test, were used to multi-compare different experimental conditions. The test was applied for latency, movement amplitude, movement duration, and maximal and mean velocities. To evaluate the relationships between maximal velocity and the other kinematic variables, we first performed the Pearson correlation analysis (R) and then the non-linear correlation analysis (Kendall correlation, r) to better estimate the fit between kinematic variables.

Finally, even though no head rotation movements had been observed during the stimulation period, to establish whether there was a relationship between duration of stimulation and neck activation, we constructed averaged histograms that calculated the maximal and averaged forces exerted by the monkey\'s head in the horizontal plane during the stimulation period. Because there were no visible head rotation movements, we were not able to calculate latency, head movement duration, and maximal and mean velocities. Data were presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). To analyze differences and to multi-compare different experimental conditions, One-Way ANOVA followed by a *post-hoc* Bonferroni test were used. Values of *p* \< 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Histological reconstruction
---------------------------

At the end of the experiments, marking lesions (D.C., 10 μA, 15 s) were made around the stimulated area, medially (\~1 mm) and laterally (\~8 mm), with respect to the midline (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The animals were then perfused through the left ventricle with 0.9% NaCl physiological saline, followed by 4% formalin. The brains were removed and stored for 3 days in a 10% glycerol and 2% dimethyl sulfoxide solution. The brains were stored for an additional 3 days in a 20% glycerol and 2% dimethyl sulfoxide solution. Later, the brains were frozen in pentane at −80°C, serially sectioned at 60 μm, mounted on slides, and stained with thionin. Slides were examined under light microscopy to identify the marking lesions. Sections presenting the marking lesions were plotted, and the maps were reconstructed.

Results {#s3}
=======

General observations
--------------------

In this study, we used long train intracortical microstimulation (LT-ICMS), a duration range of 500/1000 ms, and a current intensity up to 150 μA in an attempt to evoke complex movements. Stimulation occurred in two different conditions: in spontaneous condition and during the red period of the VFT. Altogether, 50 electrode penetrations (23 Monkey L; 27 Monkey S) were performed in the PEEF of the two left hemispheres of the macaque monkeys. We stimulated some sites twice, once in the deep layers and the other in the superficial layers, and, as predicted, in some cases we did not evoke movements in the superficial layers. For details regarding the anatomical location of the electrode penetration, the sites\' depth from the beginning of the cortex, and the current thresholds, see Tables [1A,B](#T1){ref-type="table"}. All the stimulated sites were considered in the analysis. Contralateral ear movements, eye movements, and neck activation were evoked by stimulation in both monkeys during spontaneous condition. Eye movements were difficult to evoke, however, if the monkeys fixated spontaneously on regions of the space during the stimulation period. For this reason, we needed to repeat the stimulation several times while the monkeys gazed in a variety of directions in order to evoke eye movements. When the stimulation occurred during VFT, we still observed evoked ear movements. On the contrary, in this experimental condition, even if we increased the current intensity up to 150 μA, in many cases we were not able to elicit eye movements and only sometimes were able to evoke saccades of a few degrees. Since we used current intensities up to 150 μA and we were not able to reach the 50% mark for the evoked trials, we could not establish the current thresholds in the VFT condition for the eye movements. On the other hand, the current thresholds for the evoked ear movements did not show differences between spontaneous condition and VFT.

###### 

**(A) Table represents the current intensity thresholds for the evoked eye and ear movements in monkey L. Moreover, the depth from the beginning of the cortex is presented for each stimulated site. (B) Table shows the same information for monkey S. Each number represents the electrode penetration number. Italic numbers represent electrode penetrations where twice stimulation was done. The symbol "/" indicates no evoked movements**.

  **Electrode penetration**   **Depth from the beginning of the cortex (mm)**   **Current threshold eye (μA)**   **Current threshold ear (μA)**
  --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------
  **(A)**                                                                                                        
  1                           0.558                                             50                               30
  2                           0.232                                             50                               /
  3                           0.400                                             30                               30
  4                           0.350                                             30                               30
  5                           0.371                                             /                                30
  6                           0.676                                             30                               30
  7                           0.650                                             30                               30
  8                           1.066                                             30                               30
  9                           0.815                                             30                               30
  10                          0.507                                             20                               30
  11                          0.505                                             30                               30
  *12*                        1.602                                             90                               90
                              0.802                                             90                               /
  13                          0.502                                             70                               50
  *14*                        0.487                                             /                                90
                              0.187                                             /                                /
  15                          0.357                                             70                               50
  *16*                        0.207                                             /                                90
                              0.027                                             100                              100
  17                          0.165                                             70                               70
  *18*                        0.485                                             90                               70
                              0.099                                             /                                70
  19                          0.500                                             90                               70
  20                          0.330                                             50                               70
  21                          0.200                                             30                               30
  22                          0.593                                             50                               50
  23                          0.456                                             50                               70
  **(B)**                                                                                                        
  1                           1.000                                             30                               30
  2                           0.532                                             50                               50
  *3*                         0.479                                             30                               30
                              0.029                                             70                               /
  4                           0.557                                             50                               20
  5                           0.351                                             50                               20
  6                           0.900                                             70                               50
  7                           0.304                                             20                               20
  8                           0.753                                             20                               20
  9                           0.621                                             /                                30
  10                          0.625                                             30                               40
  11                          0.570                                             50                               50
  12                          0.511                                             50                               50
  13                          0.478                                             50                               20
  *14*                        0.924                                             70                               70
                              0.245                                             50                               70
  **(B)**                                                                                                        
  *15*                        0.471                                             50                               30
                              0.069                                             50                               30
  *16*                        0.395                                             70                               50
                              0.035                                             50                               50
  *17*                        0.377                                             50                               50
                              0.100                                             50                               50
  *18*                        0.556                                             30                               /
                              0.056                                             50                               /
  19                          0.421                                             50                               70
  20                          0.355                                             50                               /
  *21*                        0.920                                             50                               /
                              0.362                                             50                               70
  *22*                        (500 ms) 0.404                                    /                                /
                              (1000 ms) 0.404                                   30                               30
  23                          0.426                                             50                               70
  24                          0.458                                             30                               70
  25                          0.395                                             50                               20
  26                          0.150                                             30                               70
  27                          0.184                                             50                               50

Despite this, considering the direction of the evoked ear movement and eye movement properties in the spontaneous condition, we identified two functional regions within the PEEF, which we termed *core* and *belt*.

Functional differences between the core and the belt in spontaneous condition
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In both monkeys, stimulation of the core region elicited contralateral forward ear movements for a medio-lateral extension of about 2--4 mm with regard to the inter-hemispheric line, and a rostro-caudal extension of about 4 mm (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, yellow penetrations). The evoked ear movements in this region were classified as forward movements because the end-points were located rostrally in respect to the starting position (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, left plots). Moreover, these movements were defined as goal-directed movements because the amplitude of the evoked movements was strictly dependent on the starting position. In fact, if the monkey\'s ear starting position was caudal at the time of stimulation, we obtained larger forward movements. In contrast, if the monkey\'s ear starting position was rostral at the time of stimulation, we obtained smaller forward movements (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, right plots). Clear differences were found between stim-evoked and self-generated movements regarding the direction and the amplitude of the movements (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3B2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). All around the core region, stimulation elicited contralateral backward ear movements in both monkeys, and we named this second region belt (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, aquamarine penetrations). The evoked ear movements were classified as backward movements because the end-points were located caudally in respect to the starting position (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, left plots). Moreover, these movements were defined as goal-directed movements because the amplitude of the evoked movements was strictly dependent on the starting position. In fact, if the monkey\'s ear starting position was rostral at the time of stimulation, we obtained larger backward movements. In contrast, if the monkey\'s ear starting position was caudal at the time of stimulation, we obtained smaller backward movements (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, right plots). Clear differences were found between stim-evoked and self-generated movements regarding the direction and the amplitude of the movements (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3B3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It was possible to show a motor map for the evoked ear movements in both monkeys and to plot the average end-points for each penetration relative to a common starting point (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3A4](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, in 12 of 50 penetrations (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [5A1](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, penetrations in the square), we were not able to identify a common end-point for the evoked movements; moreover, the amplitude was almost constant. These evoked ear movements could have properties of fixed-vectors. One penetration for each monkey was located in the core region, where forward ear movements were evoked (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [5A2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Clear differences were found between stim-evoked and self-generated movements regarding the direction and the amplitude of the movements (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [5B2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining penetrations were located in the belt region, where backward ear movements were evoked (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [5A3](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Clear differences were found between stim-evoked and self-generated movements regarding the direction and the amplitude of the movements (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [5B3](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Example of goal-directed ear movements. (A)** The figures show data from Monkey S. For further information on the figures the reader should refer to the legend of Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0003){#F3}

![**Example of fixed-vector ear movements. (A)** The figures show data from monkey L. **(A1)** Map shows the locations of the electrode penetrations; numbers in the black squares indicate the penetrations where fixed-vectors were evoked; yellow numbers represent penetrations of the *core* region, while aquamarine numbers represent penetrations of the *belt* region. Red thick line represents a superficial vessel which was avoided during the experimental sessions. FEF: Frontal Eye Field; SAS: Superior Arcuate Sulcus; PS: Principalis Sulcus; BA9: Brodmann Area 9; BA10: Brodmann Area 10. **(A2)** Example of fixed-vector forward ear movements in the *core* region; red ^\*^: starting position; green ^\*^: ending position. The plot on the left shows the direction of the ear movements. The plot on the right shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. **(A3)** Example of fixed-vector backward ear movements in the *belt* region. **(B)** The figures show self-generated ear movements. **(B2)** The plots show self-generated ear movements sampled outside the stimulation period and from the same experimental session of panel **(A2)**. The plot on the left shows the direction of the ear movements. The plot on the right shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. **(B3)** The plots show self-generated ear movements sampled outside the stimulation period and from the same experimental session of panel **(A3)**. The plot on the left shows the direction of the ear movements. The plot on the right shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0004){#F4}

![**Example of fixed-vector ear movements. (A)** The figures show data from Monkey S. For further information on the figures the reader should refer to the legend of Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0005){#F5}

In the same sites where contralateral ear movements were elicited, eye movements were also evoked. Stimulation in the core region of two penetrations in monkey L and three penetrations in monkey S evoked fixed-vector saccades (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A1](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, yellow penetrations). They were defined as fixed-vector saccades because, firstly, there was not a common end-point (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A2](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, left plots); secondly, the amplitude of the evoked eye movements was almost constant (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A2](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, middle plots); and thirdly, the trajectory (represented by Alpha) was either only positive or only negative in all trials (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A2](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, right plots), which means that the evoked movements always had the same general direction. In both monkeys, however, the fixed-vectors saccades were contraversive to the stimulated hemisphere. The amplitude of the fixed-vector saccades was, on average, 5.14° ± 3.29°. Clear differences were found between stim-evoked and self-generated movements regarding the direction and the amplitude of the movements (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7B2](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Example of evoked eye movements. (A)** The figures show data from monkey L. **(A1)** Map shows the locations of the electrode penetrations; yellow numbers represent penetrations where fixed-vector saccades were evoked; blue numbers represent penetrations where contralateral goal-directed eye movements with endpoints falling within 15° in respect to the primary eye position were evoked; greenfinch numbers represent penetrations where contralateral goal-directed eye movements with endpoints falling beyond 15° in respect to the primary eye position were evoked. Red thick line represents a superficial vessel which was avoided during the experimental sessions. FEF: Frontal Eye Field; SAS: Superior Arcuate Sulcus; PS: Principalis Sulcus; BA9: Brodmann Area 9; BA10: Brodmann Area 10. **(A2)** Example of fixed-vector saccades in the *core* region; red ^\*^: starting position; green ^\*^: ending position. The plot on the left shows the direction of the eye movements. The plot in the middle shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. The plot on the right shows the Alpha values calculated on the basis of the angular coefficient. The values are all positive which indicates that movements go all in the same direction. **(A3)** Example of contralateral goal-directed eye movements with endpoints falling within 15° in respect to the primary eye position in the *belt* region. The plot on the right shows that Alpha values are both positive and negative which indicates that movements have different directions depending by starting position. **(A4)** Example of contralateral goal-directed eye movements with endpoints falling beyond 15° in respect to the primary eye position in the *belt* region. The plot on the right shows that Alpha values are both positive and negative which indicates that movements have different directions depending by starting position. **(A5)** Plot shows the averaged end-points, for each penetration, relative to a common starting position. The red circle indicates the limit of 15°. **(B)** The figures show self-generated eye movements. **(B2)** The plots show self-generated eye movements sampled outside the stimulation period and from the same experimental session of panel **(A2)**. The plot on the left shows the direction of the eye movements. The plot on the middle shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. The plot on the right shows the Alpha values. **(B3)** The plots show self-generated eye movements sampled outside the stimulation period and from the same experimental session of panel **(A3)**. The plot on the left shows the direction of the eye movements. The plot on the middle shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. The plot on the right shows the Alpha values. **(B4)** The plots show self-generated eye movements sampled outside the stimulation period and from the same experimental session of panel **(A4)**. The plot on the left shows the direction of the ear movements. The plot on the middle shows the relationship between starting position and movement amplitude. The plot on the right shows the Alpha values.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0006){#F6}

![**Example of evoked eye movements. (A)** The figures show data from Monkey S. For further information on the figures the reader should refer to the legend of Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0007){#F7}

Stimulation of the surrounding penetrations (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A1](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, blue penetrations) elicited principally contralateral goal-directed movements that fell within 15° in respect to the primary eye position (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A3](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, left-most plots). Stimulation of 10/40 penetrations elicited ipsilateral goal-directed movements (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A5](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We considered these goal-directed movements because: firstly, the amplitude of the evoked movements was strictly dependent on the starting position. For example, if the monkey maintained its eyes around or at the end-point, we obtained a smaller or no saccade; but if the monkey\'s eye starting position was located away from the end-point, we obtained a larger saccade (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A3](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, middle plots). Secondly, the trajectories (represented by Alpha) had both negative and positive values (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A3](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, right-most plots), meaning that the evoked movements followed variable directions depending on the starting position. Clear differences were found between stim-evoked and self-generated movements regarding the direction and the amplitude of the movements (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7B3](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, the stimulation of the lateral edge of the belt region (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A1](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, greenish penetrations) elicited contralateral goal-directed movements which fell beyond 15° in respect to the primary eye position (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, left-most plots). The amplitude of these larger evoked movements was also dependent on the starting position (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, middle plots), and the trajectories had both negative and positive values (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, right-most plots). Clear differences were found between stim-evoked and self-generated movements regarding the direction and the amplitude of the movements (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7B4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, a motor map for the evoked eye movements showing the average end-points for each penetration in both monkeys was observed (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[7A5](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

The Welch\'s *t*-test did not show any significant difference between monkeys regarding the current thresholds; similarly, the paired *t*-test did not show any significant difference within the same monkey. Specifically, in monkey L, ear movements were evoked using a current threshold of 50 ± 23.09 μA \[min = 30 μA; max = 90 μA\], while in monkey S, using a current threshold of 43.20 ± 19.09 μA \[min = 20 μA; max = 70 μA\]. No significant differences were found between monkeys \[*t*~(45)~ = 1.10, *p* = 0.27\]. Similarly, in monkey L, eye movements were evoked using a current threshold of 51.90 ± 25.02 μA \[min = 20 μA; max = 100 μA\], while in monkey S, using a current threshold of 43.08 ± 12.25 μA \[min = 20 μA; max = 70 μA\]. No significant differences were found between monkeys \[*t*~(45)~ = 1.58, *p* = 0.12\]. Finally, no significant differences were found within the same monkey between ear- and eye thresholds \[monkey L, *t*~(20)~ = −0.21, *p* = 0.83; monkey S, *t*~(24)~ = −0.08, *p* = 0.93\]. Even though no significant differences were found regarding current thresholds, we observed that the stimulation needed lower current thresholds in the caudal penetrations to evoke ear- and eye movements, while higher current thresholds in the rostral penetrations were needed (Tables [1A,B](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Kinematic differences between the core and the belt
===================================================

Evoked ear movements: spontaneous condition vs. VFT
---------------------------------------------------

In order to assess the effect of stimulation on the evoked ear movements, during both VFT and spontaneous condition, we studied the relationship between the kinematic parameters and the different train durations. One-Way ANOVA, followed by a *post-hoc* Bonferroni test, were used to multi-compare different experimental conditions. With regard to the ear, we found that in the core region, the latency of the evoked movements was on average 211.88 ± 71.80 ms (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, left-most plot). Moreover, we found that movement amplitude \[*F*~(4,\ 367)~ = 0.41, *p* = 0.80\], movement duration \[*F*~(4,\ 367)~ = 0.69, *p* = 0.59\], maximal velocity \[*F*~(4,\ 367)~ = 1.81, *p* = 0.13\], and mean velocity \[*F*~(4,\ 367)~ = 1.99, *p* = 0.1\] showed no significant differences when stimulation was delivered during VFT rather than during spontaneous condition (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, the latency of the evoked ear movements in the belt region was on average 178.44 ± 9.99 ms (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, left-most plot). More interestingly, we found that in the belt region, the amplitude of the evoked movements \[*F*~(4,\ 952)~ = 3.22, *p* = 0.0122\], maximal velocity \[*F*~(4,\ 952)~ = 11.44, *p* \< 0.0001\], and mean velocities \[*F*~(4,\ 952)~ = 13.19, *p* \< 0.0001\] showed values significantly higher when stimulation was delivered during VFT than during spontaneous condition. For the movement duration, no significant differences were found between VFT and spontaneous condition \[*F*~(4,\ 952)~ = 0.86, *p* = 0.48\] (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Kinematic study of the evoked ear movements. (A)** Plots put in relation ear kinematic parameters of the *core* region with the duration of stimulation (numbers on x-axis), during visual fixation task (red), and spontaneous conditions (black). The descriptive statistic shows data which are means ± SEM of 386 determinations; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.05. Min corresponds to the average minimum value within the 5 conditions. Max corresponds to the average maximum value within the 5 conditions. **(B)** Plots put in relation ear kinematic parameters of the *belt* region with the duration of stimulation (numbers on x-axis), during visual fixation task (red), and spontaneous conditions (black). Latency, movement amplitude, movement duration, maximal and mean velocities are studied. Data are means ± SEM of 974 determinations; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.05. **(C)** Correlation analysis in the *core* region. Black line represents Pearson correlation, while red line represents non-linear regression (Kendall). Maximal velocity (x-axis) is compared with remaining kinematic parameters (y-axis). **(D)** Correlation analysis in the *belt* region.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0008){#F8}

To evaluate the relationships between maximal velocity and the other kinematic variables in spontaneous condition, we performed a Pearson correlation and then a non-linear correlation (Kendal) analysis to show the best fit in both core and belt regions. With regard to the core region, maximal velocity and movement amplitude were positively correlated \[Pearson, *R* = 0.88 *p* \< 0.0001; Kendal, *r* = 0.75 *p* \< 0.0001\]. The correlation was also positive between maximal velocity and movement duration, even though there was a plateau around 200 ms, and non-linear regression revealed a logarithmic trend as best fit \[Pearson, *R* = 0.57 *p* \< 0.0001; Kendal, *r* = 0.58 *p* \< 0.0001\]. The correlation between maximal velocity and mean velocity was also positive \[Pearson, *R* = 0.97 *p* \< 0.0001; Kendal, *r* = 0.90 *p* \< 0.0001\], while maximal velocity and latency were not significantly correlated \[Pearson, *R* = −0.08 *p* = 0.16; Kendal, *r* = −0.04 *p* = 0.24\] (Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Similar regression patterns were also found for the belt region (Figure [8D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}; see figure for statistical values).

Evoked eye movements: spontaneous condition vs. VFT
---------------------------------------------------

As was done for the evoked ear movements, we studied the kinematic parameters of the evoked eye movements and investigated the relationship between maximal velocity and other kinematic variables. For eye movements, we found that the latency in the core region was on average 221.91 ± 20.24 ms (Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, left-most plot). Moreover, we found that movement amplitude \[*F*~(4,\ 350)~ = 5.33, *p* \< 0.0001\], movement duration \[*F*~(4,\ 350)~ = 3.56, *p* = 0.0072\], maximal velocity \[*F*~(4,\ 350)~ = 5.40, *p* \< 0.0001\], and mean velocity \[*F*~(4,\ 350)~ = 4.70, *p* = 0.001\] showed significantly decreased values when stimulation was delivered during VFT rather than during spontaneous condition (Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the core region, the latency of the evoked eye movements in the belt region was, on average, 227.08 ± 18.76 ms (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, left-most plot). We also found that, in the belt region, movement amplitude \[*F*~(4,\ 982)~ = 8.60, *p* \< 0.0001\], movement duration \[*F*~(4,\ 982)~ = 6.18, *p* \< 0.0001\], maximal velocity \[*F*~(4,\ 982)~ = 9.13, *p* \< 0.0001\], and mean velocity \[*F*~(4,\ 982)~ = 8.51, *p* \< 0.0001\] showed values that significantly decreased when stimulation was delivered during VFT rather than during spontaneous condition (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Kinematic study of the evoked eye movements. (A)** Plots put in relation eye kinematic parameters of the *core* region with the duration of stimulation (numbers on x-axis), during visual fixation task (red), and spontaneous conditions (black). The descriptive statistic shows data which are means ± SEM of 353 determinations; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.05. Min corresponds to the average minimum value within the 5 conditions. Max corresponds to the average maximum value within the 5 conditions. **(B)** Plots put in relation eye kinematic parameters of the *belt* region with the duration of stimulation (numbers on x-axis), during visual fixation task (red), and spontaneous conditions (black). Latency, movement amplitude, movement duration, maximal and mean velocities are studied. Data are means ± SEM of 993 determinations; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.05. **(C)** Correlation analysis in the *core* region. Black line represents Pearson correlation, while red line represents non-linear regression (Kendall). Maximal velocity (x-axis) is compared with remaining kinematic parameters (y-axis). **(D)** Correlation analysis in the *belt* region.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0009){#F9}

To evaluate the relationships between maximal velocity and the other kinematic variables in spontaneous condition, we performed the Pearson correlation and then the non-linear correlation (Kendal) analysis to show the best fit in both core and belt regions. With regard to the core region, as expected, maximal velocity and movement amplitude were positively correlated \[Pearson, *R* = 0.77 *p* \< 0.0001; Kendal, *r* = 0.54 *p* \< 0.0001\]. The correlation between maximal velocity and movement duration was also positive, and non-linear regression revealed a logarithmic trend as best fit \[Pearson, *R* = 0.27 *p* \< 0.0001; Kendal, *r* = 0.18 *p* \< 0.0001\]. The correlation between maximal velocity and mean velocity was positive \[Pearson, *R* = 0.93 *p* \< 0.0001; Kendal, *r* = 0.84 *p* \< 0.0001\], while maximal velocity and latency were not significantly correlated \[Pearson, *R* = 0.03 *p* = 0.59; Kendal, *r* = 0.02 *p* = 0.54\] (Figure [9C](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). A similar regression pattern was also found for the belt region (Figure [9D](#F9){ref-type="fig"}; see figure for statistical values).

Relationship between duration of stimulation and neck activation
================================================================

Even though no head rotation movements coordinated with ear- and eye movements were observed during the stimulation period, to establish whether there was a relationship between duration of stimulation and the development of neck forces recorded by MUPRO, we constructed averaged histograms; on the x-axis we plotted the train durations, while on the y-axis we plotted the maximal and averaged forces exerted by the monkey\'s head during the stimulation period. One-Way ANOVA, followed by a *post-hoc* Bonferroni test, were used to multi-compare different experimental conditions. Moreover, a Pearson correlation showed the linear relationship between the duration of stimulation and neck forces exerted by the monkey\'s head. The test performed on the maximal forces recorded during the stimulation of the core region showed significant differences between a basic condition of 500 ms and longer train durations \[*F*~(4,\ 75)~ = 6.89, *p* \< 0.0001\]. The Pearson correlation showed a linear correlation (*r* = 0.67, *p* = 0.022) (Figure [10A1](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). A similar result was also observed for the averaged forces \[*F*~(4,\ 75)~ = 7.20, *p* \< 0.0001; Pearson correlation: *r* = 0.65, *p* = 0.023\] (Figure [10A2](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). The same phenomenon was also seen in the belt region. In fact, the test showed significant differences between the basic condition of 500 ms and longer train durations \[*F*~(4,\ 248)~ = 12.97, *p* \< 0.0001\]. In support, the Pearson correlation showed a linear correlation (*r* = 0.91, *p* = 0.0034) (Figure [10B1](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). A similar result was also observed for the averaged forces \[*F*~(4,\ 248)~ = 12.41, *p* \< 0.0001; Pearson correlation: *r* = 0.92, *p* = 0.0026\] (Figure [10B2](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Relationship between duration of stimulation and neck activity. (A)** histograms show a linear correlation (Pearson, black line) between duration of stimulation and neck forces exerted by the monkeys\' head during the stimulation of the *core* region. **(B)** histograms show a linear correlation (Pearson, black line) between duration of stimulation and neck forces exerted by the monkeys\' head during the stimulation of the *belt* region, ^\*\*^ indicates *p* \< 0.05.](fnbeh-08-00454-g0010){#F10}

General discussion
==================

There has been an ongoing debate regarding the presence of an eye movement representation rostral to the SEF. Some researchers have evoked eye movements (Mitz and Godschalk, [@B57]; Bon and Lucchetti, [@B8]), while others (Matsuzaka et al., [@B55]) have described that stimulation of the caudal prefrontal cortex, which should correspond to area 8B (PEEF), did not elicit eye movements. This non-excitability was used to distinguish the prefrontal cortex from the pre-SMA and the SEF rostro-caudally. First, it is likely that different stimulation parameters could give different results. Second, in the paper by Matsuzaka et al. ([@B55]) it is not clear from the method\'s description if the stimulation was delivered in spontaneous condition or during the task performance. If the stimulation occurred during the task it is likely that eye movements were not elicited. In fact, in the present article we found that stimulation during the VFT either did not evoke eye movements or evoked saccades of a few degrees. We also found that in spontaneous condition, stimulation did not elicit eye movements if the monkeys fixated spontaneously on regions of the space during the stimulation period. For this reason, we needed to repeat the stimulation several times while the monkey gazed in a variety of directions in order to evoke eye movements. Similar results were found by Mitz and Godschalk ([@B57]) when stimulating a region corresponding to the PEEF. Moreover, this phenomenon is in accord with Chapman and Corneil ([@B16]), who found that short ICMS of SEF did not evoke saccades during the task performance, even if it influenced the percentage of errors and the reaction times of the anti-saccades and pro-saccades.

Because the monkeys fixated spontaneously on regions of the space---which then meant that we needed to repeat the stimulation several times while the monkeys gazed in a variety of directions---it is reasonable to expect to find higher latencies in PEEF in comparison to other similar studies. For example, stimulation of the SEF elicited eye movements having latencies ranging from 40 to 160 ms (Chapman et al., [@B18]) and from 60 to 120 ms (Chapman and Corneil, [@B16]). Yang et al. ([@B87]) found when stimulating the dorsomedial frontal cortex (DMFC) that the latency of the evoked movements was about 80--86 ms, accompanied by a small standard deviation, even though they found also that the latency change was not correlated with the change in endpoint and saccade metrics or dynamics. Moreover, Bon and Lucchetti ([@B8]) found, after short ICMS of area 8B, that the latency of both ear- and eye-evoked movements ranged from 40 to 200 ms. Unfortunately, although Mitz and Godschalk ([@B57]) stimulated a region corresponding to the PEEF, they did not describe eye movement latencies in their paper.

The fact that adjacent regions show different latency values supports the hypothesis for the presence of a different field located rostrally to the SEF, recently called Premotor Ear-Eye Field (PEEF) (Bon et al., [@B6]; Lanzilotto et al., [@B49],[@B50]). Our recent results, in fact, are in accord with previous results (Bon and Lucchetti, [@B8]) that described eye and ear movements in area 8B. With regard to eye movements, Bon and Lucchetti ([@B8]) showed that short ICMS of area 8B principally elicited fixed-vector saccades, in conflict with our present findings, where we show both fixed-vector and goal-directed saccades, with a prevalence of goal-directed saccades. This discrepancy could be, firstly, because Bon and Lucchetti ([@B8]) stimulated a smaller region than we explored herein; and secondly, because they used shorter durations of stimulation. In fact, previous research showed that a short duration of stimulation truncates movements prematurely (Graziano et al., [@B39]). When the stimulation duration is extended to permit movement completion, complex movement sequences, rather than muscle twitches, can be observed. In support, Tehovnik and Sommer ([@B82]) found that to evoke saccades readily from the dorsomedial frontal cortex (DMFC), train durations greater than 200 ms were needed, while for the FEF, durations of less than 100 ms were sufficient.

Besides evoking fixed- and goal-directed eye movements, we herein showed that stimulation of PEEF also elicited ear movements, which were topographically represented within PEEF. Considering the direction of the evoked ear movements and the saccades properties, we identified two functional regions within the PEEF, which we termed *core* and *belt*.

Stimulation of the core region elicited forward ear movements; in some penetrations, contraversive fixed-vector eye movements with a mean amplitude of 5.14°; while in other penetrations, principally contralateral goal-directed eye movements having end-points that fell within 15° in respect to the primary eye position. The fixed-vector saccades that we found in the core region show properties similar to the saccades described by Bruce et al. ([@B13]) in the ventrolateral portion of FEF, and similar to the saccades described by Bon and Lucchetti ([@B8]) in area 8B. Conversely, stimulation of the belt region elicited backward ear movement; in some penetrations, principally contralateral goal-directed eye movements having end-points that fell within 15° in respect to the primary eye position. In the lateral edge of the investigated region, contralateral goal-directed eye movements had end-points that fell beyond 15° in respect to the primary eye position. One might think that the evoked ear- and eye movements could be self-generated rather than stim-evoked movements. One might also think that the goal-directed eye movements, having end-points that fell within 15° in respect to the primary eye position, could be an effect of a re-centering bias due to the presence of the juice spout in front of the monkeys. To help alleviate concerns, we studied only movements with latencies ranging from 40 to 400 ms to minimize the possibility of including self-initiated movements. Moreover, we studied the self-generated eye- and ear movements, generated by the monkeys themselves outside the stimulation period. First, we observed that the self-generated movements had random directions and amplitudes, as opposed to the eye and ear movements that we considered stim-evoked. Second, we excluded the possibility of a re-centering bias because we never rewarded the monkeys after the stimulation in spontaneous condition, and because different end-points were found in different stimulated regions. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that self-generated movements might have been unintentionally included in our analysis.

Other brain regions have been shown to have a role in gaze shift, with particular reference to the FEF (Bizzi and Schiller, [@B4]; Azuma and Suzuki, [@B3]; Bruce and Goldberg, [@B12]; Bruce et al., [@B13]; Azuma et al., [@B2]; Blanke et al., [@B5]; Chen, [@B19]; Elsley et al., [@B28]; Knight and Fuchs, [@B47]; Monteon et al., [@B58], [@B59]; Knight, [@B46]; Funahashi, [@B31]), SEF (Bon and Lucchetti, [@B7]; Chen and Wise, [@B22],[@B23], [@B25]; Amador et al., [@B1]; Chen and Walton, [@B21]; Chapman et al., [@B18]; Chapman and Corneil, [@B16]) and superior colliculus (Stryker and Schiller, [@B79]; Stein and Clamann, [@B75]; Stanford et al., [@B74]; Freedman and Sparks, [@B29]; Corneil et al., [@B27]; Populin et al., [@B64]). In support, superior colliculus hosts neurons integrating visual and auditory information (Stein and Stanford, [@B76]) and its stimulation in cats revealed the presence of an ear motor map overlapping with an eye motor map (Stein and Clamann, [@B75]). Similar results are found in the present paper, which highlights that the PEEF plays an important role in the ear- and eye motor control. Moreover, the patterns of the eye- and ear movements observed in PEEF could be similar to those observed recently in BA 9 (Lanzilotto et al., [@B51]). There are many difference between these two frontal cortical areas, however. First of all, in PEEF we identified two functional regions, the core and the belt, where different eye and ear motor maps were described, while in BA 9 we identified only backward ear movements and goal-directed eye movements directed principally toward the central part of the visual field. Secondly, the thresholds of current to evoke ear and eye movements were different between PEEF and BA 9. In fact, in the PEEF, ear- and eye movements were evoked with an average of \~40 and \~50 μA, respectively, while in the BA 9 ear- and eye movements were evoked with an average of \~50 and \~65 μA, respectively. These different functional aspects, which characterized the rostral BA9 and the caudal PEEF, could be in line with the hypothesis of a functional rostro-caudal gradient of the entire frontal cortex that might reflect a hierarchical organization of the action control (O\'reilly et al., [@B63]; Buckner, [@B14]; Koechlin et al., [@B48]; Miller and D\'esposito, [@B56]). In this hypothesis, the more rostral prefrontal areas seem to be involved in the high-level control of the action abstraction. In detail, the rostral areas could exert a top-down control onto caudal lateral frontal areas that, on the other hand, would process lower-level aspects of the action. Following this hypothesis, because we observed the longer latencies of the evoked movements of PEEF and BA 9 compared to the SEF and FEF, and the higher current intensities necessary to evoke movements compared to the SEF and FEF, we could speculate that BA 9 could exert a top-down control onto the PEEF, and both may exert a top-down control onto the SEF and the FEF.

Finally, if we take into account the findings regarding the kinematic analysis of the evoked ear- and eye movements, one could speculate that the neuronal populations of both the core and belt regions could be affected by the visual attention engagement. In fact, in the belt region, the amplitude and the velocity of the ear movements significantly increased when stimulation was delivered during VFT rather than during spontaneous condition. On the contrary, in both the core and belt regions, the amplitude, the duration, and the velocity of the eye movements significantly decreased when stimulation was delivered during VFT rather than during spontaneous condition. These findings could be in line with other studies in which, when a monkey is required to actively fixate on a spot to receive a juice reward, the current threshold to evoke saccades increased 3-fold in the FEF, 16-fold in the dorsomedial frontal cortex, and over 40-fold in V1 (Tehovnik et al., [@B81]), suggesting that the behavioral state of an animal can override the effects of stimulation on cerebral cortex. But, if the visual attention engagement had affected the neuronal population, we should have observed differences in latencies between different experimental conditions. It did not occur, likely because the variation of the amplitude and the velocity of the evoked movements during the VFT could be due to the effector position. In fact, we found that the evoked ear movements were increased during VFT rather than in spontaneous condition only in the belt region where the stimulation elicited backward ear movements, but not in the core region where stimulation elicited forward ear movements. This could be due to the fact that both monkeys during the VFT moved the ear forward and fixated on the visual target (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Following this logic, the stimulation of the belt increased ear kinematic parameters because the ear starting position was rostral at the time of the stimulation, while the stimulation of the core region did not increase ear kinematic parameters because the ear starting position was already rostral at the time of the stimulation.

Role for PEEF in head motor control
-----------------------------------

In both core and belt regions we observed that there was a positive correlation between the duration of the stimulation and the neck activation. It is in accord with a recent interesting finding (Gu and Corneil, [@B41]) which showed that the transcranial magnetic stimulation of a prefrontal region corresponding to the belt region of the PEEF evokes a polysynaptic neck muscle response that reflects oculomotor activity. This is in accord with our recent hypothesis of a spatial organization of the auditory and visual systems in the DLPFC (Lanzilotto et al., [@B49]). Similar and equally interesting results have been recently highlighted from the stimulation of the BA 9 (Lanzilotto et al., [@B51]) where the authors also showed a positive correlation between the duration of stimulation and the neck forces exerted by the monkey\'s head. Surprisingly, in the present paper we never evoked visible head movements coordinated with ear and eye movements. Several results showed that the FEF, the SEF, the parietal cortex, and superior colliculus are involved in eye--head orienting movements (Chen and Tehovnik, [@B20]). In some cases, head contribution was visible using current intensities exceeding 150 μA (Thier and Andersen, [@B84]; Tu and Keating, [@B85]) and in unrestricted head condition (Chen and Walton, [@B21]), which could be the reason why we did not evoke coordinated ear/eye/head movements. In fact, although we partially released the head during the experimental phase, the MUPRO inertia could resist the evoked head movement. Moreover, we tested the penetration sites with current intensity up to 150 μA to elicit ear- and eye movements. One final reason we did not evoke head orienting movements was likely because of the presence of the juice tube in front of the animal, which could create a bias for the animal to stay to the center. Despite this, we were able to indirectly show the neck activation by analyzing the forces applied by the monkey\'s head in the horizontal plane during the stimulation period. We observed that in both the core and belt regions, there was a significant development of neck forces when the duration of stimulation became longer, even though no head-orienting movement was visible (Figures [10A,B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, at the same train durations, the eye movement reached the highest mean amplitude, about 10--15° (Figures [9A,B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). In accordance, as is well-known, when the eyes are centered in the orbits, gaze shifts of \<20° are usually completed without any head contribution (Gandhi and Sparks, [@B35]), while gaze shifts of \>20° usually involve a significant contribution of the head (Freedman and Sparks, [@B29]). Finally, other evidence (Stryker and Schiller, [@B79]; Chen and Walton, [@B21]) revealed that increasing the train duration made it easier to evoke head-orienting movements.

Hypothesis for gaze-shift prefrontal circuits
---------------------------------------------

At this point, altogether the BA 9, the PEEF, the SEF, and FEF could be considered part of a salient network deputed to detect visual and auditory stimuli from different regions of space by means of ear, eye, and head movements. Orienting the eyes toward the central part of the visual field and the ears forward could be a behavior that helps monkeys to detect visual and auditory stimuli from the frontal region of their environment. Conversely, orienting the eyes toward the peripheral part of the visual field and the ears backward could be a behavior that helps monkeys to detect visual and auditory stimuli from the peripheral region. We therefore speculate that the core region and the belt region of the PEEF could be part of parallel circuits with a topographical representation of the surrounding space. A hypothesis of neural circuits devoted to detecting stimuli from central and peripheral regions of the space has been proposed by Schall et al. ([@B70]), which showed that the FEF is topographically innervated by the visual system. The authors demonstrated that the ventral part of the FEF receives visual information from areas where fovea is clearly represented, while the dorsal part of the FEF is connected with areas where the peripheral visual field is represented. Moreover, the SEF also appears to have a topographic organization of its connectivity with the FEF (Schall et al., [@B69]).

Interestingly, the hypothesis that the PEEF could even play a role in detecting auditory and visual stimuli from different regions of the space is supported by recent anatomical studies (Gerbella et al., [@B36]; Borra et al., [@B11]). Two subsectors of ventral prefrontal area 45 (45A and 45B)---for which a role in communication behavior and homology with the human Broca\'s area has been proposed (Gerbella et al., [@B36]; Kelly et al., [@B45]; Hage and Nieder, [@B42])---are differentially connected with DMPFC, DLPFC, brainstem preoculomotor structures, basal ganglia, and cerebellar oculomotor loops. Area 45B (Gerbella et al., [@B36]) is connected with the ventral part of the FEF, where small saccades are represented; with the SEF; with a medial portion of area 8B, which should correspond to the core region identified in the present research; and BA 9. Area 45A (Gerbella et al., [@B36]) is connected with the rostral and caudal auditory parabelt; with the dorsal part of the FEF, where the largest saccades are represented; with the SEF; with a lateral portion of area 8B, which should correspond to the belt region identified in the present research; and BA 9, where goal-directed saccades are represented (Lanzilotto et al., [@B51]). In support, Frey et al. ([@B30]) also found that injection of area 45B shows connections with a small region of the DMFC, which should correspond to the core region of the PEEF, which we identified by stimulation. Finally, Takahara et al. ([@B80]) found connections between area 45 and the DLPFC, including 46d/9/8B/8Ad, F7, and pre-SMA.

Finally, one could also speculate a further and interesting role of these prefrontal circuits in the processing of multimodal communicative signals. Recent results in humans indicate that the hemodynamic activity increases more prominently in the DMPFC when a subject views another subject with a direct gaze rather than with an averted gaze associated to a vocal sound. In contrast, the hemodynamic activity increases in the DLPFC regardless of the subject\'s gaze direction (Urakawa et al., [@B86]). Further findings confirm these data (Kampe et al., [@B44]; Schilbach et al., [@B71]) and has been also demonstrated that the DMPFC is activated when a subject hears a voice calling the subjects\' name (Kampe et al., [@B44]). For these reasons, a specific role in the perception of face-to-face communication has been assigned to the DMPFC, especially regarding the mutual gaze essential for the social interaction.

Altogether, anatomical and functional evidence supports the hypothesis that different circuits are involved to detect auditory and/or visual stimuli from different regions of the space.

Conclusion {#s4}
==========

If we consider the present findings and data from BA 9 (Lanzilotto et al., [@B51]), we can speculate that the core and belt regions of the PEEF, BA 9, the SEF, and the FEF could be part of prefrontal circuits with a topographical organization of the surrounding space. The present findings, however, are not in contrast with the known role of the DMPFC and DLPFC in higher cognitive functions such as working memory, planning, and reasoning (Fuster, [@B32], [@B33]). In fact, eye/head movements have an extremely important role for information-seeking in primates, and therefore in the high-level selection of the visual objects (Gottlieb, [@B37]). Our findings provide a useful basis for guiding future research on the organization of the DMPFC.
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